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A new season gets underway and there's one thing motorcyclists can be sure 

of: in 2016 once again, BMW Motorrad offers top-class equipment. The 

new collection presents further advancements of popular, well-established 

products as well as new, highly functional items. The entire collection is based 

on the BMW Motorrad “Safety 360°” principle, which regards innovative 

equipment as a safety bonus. BMW Motorrad is the only motorcycle 

manufacturer to develop an entire range of rider’s equipment itself, now in its 

fifth decade. 

In the very first section, Adventure Ride, globetrotters will find top-class 

equipment items made by BMW Motorrad: the Rallye suit gets off to a 

great start in the new colour combinations blue/grey and black/red. Premium 

quality materials are now used to make this popular suit: ProTechWool and a 

carbon-fibre finish provide a significant bonus in terms of both comfort and 

safety. Impressive updates in design, comfort and safety make the GS Pro 

boots and the Rallye gloves an absolute must for world travellers in the new 

season. This also applies to the Hydra drink pack, which provides a valuable 

service as an easy-to-use thirst-quencher during travel. The perfect way to 

round off a rugged adventure look is the GS Carbon helmet, from now on 

available with Trophy special decor. 

They keep you warm, they're breathable and they look really good too: 

products offering top-class practical functionality are to be found in the 

Function in top form section. For example the Ride fleece jacket now 

provides both comfort and style in the trend colours cream for women and 

dark blue for men. The Ride windbreaker is a permanent fixture: in spite of 

its excellent fitting with PU membrane, it can be folded down to a tiny package 

that fits in its own inside pocket. Meanwhile the Ride T-Shirt and 

Ride long-sleeve shirt are made of a functional material mixture that 

ensures a perfect body climate. Following on from the BMW Motorrad 

sunglasses, the stylish Ride sunglasses with metal frame are new to the 

range. Meanwhile the Function sunglasses ensure a clear view due to their 

three different interchangeable plastic lenses. Consistent refinement of well-

established equipment is demonstrated by the ProWinter and ProSummer 

gloves, each of which is perfectly geared towards a specific season. A new 

item in the program: the elegant DownTown gloves for use in urban traffic. 

1. At a glance. 
 BMW Motorrad Rider’s Equipment –  

2016 Collection. 
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Finally, the waterproof HydroSock function socks offer extra comfort for 

those who enjoy motorcycling over all types of terrain. 

Elegant equipment for commuters and city cruisers is presented by 

BMW Motorrad in the Style section. The title says it all: the 

SanDiego jacket – available for both men and women – draws its material 

mixture of leather and material from the world of fashion while still remaining a 

purebred item of motorcycling gear. The DownTown jacket is excellent in all 

weathers since it is a “jacket within a jacket”. It has a removable, padded 

thermal inner jacket that can be worn on its own, too. The City and City 

Denim motorcycle pants come in distinct styling for men and women. 

Their sophisticated material mixture of Cordura and cotton is both 

comfortable and abrasion-resistant. The Summer (unisex) and FivePocket 

pants – now also for ladies – are perfect for hot days, combining a casual 

outdoor cut with reliable safety features. A practical and chic companion: the 

MessengerBag protects gadgets and accessories from rain and splash water. 

Shirts, polos, hoodies, jackets, lifestyle products and co: in the section 

2016 fan collections there are three lines full of high-quality products 

waiting to be discovered by fans of the BMW Motorrad brand, both young 

and old. The collection BMW Motorrad Style Motorsport in the colours 

blue/white/red sends out a stylish greeting from the BMW Motorrad racing 

teams. For those who love the BMW Motorrad GS models, the 

BMW Motorrad Style GS fan collection is an absolute must. It is dedicated 

entirely to the GS Adventure style. Last but not least, BMW Motorrad 

Style Roadster offers striking colours and rugged designs in line with this 

laid-back collection's motto: “Fuel for Your Soul”. 
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Equipment not only designed for globetrotters. 

Rallye suit – ProTechWool for world travellers. 

An unmistakably rugged look, uncompromisingly high safety standards and 

comfort features which demonstrate nothing but strengths in all climate zones 

– it's easy to see why the Rallye suit has so many enthusiastic fans among 

riders of BMW motorcycles.  

For the start of the 2016 season, this globetrotter is available in the new 

colours blue/grey and black/red. The suit's essential new feature is not 

immediately obvious: from now on the Rallye suit is made of the new 

material ProTechWool. This modern, sophisticated fabric – a mixture of 

synthetic fibre and technical wool – is highly breathable, dries quickly and has 

excellent thermal conduction properties. All in all, ProTechWool provides an 

improved climate and more pleasant wear properties. A carbon fibre finish 

compresses the fabric, giving it increased abrasion resistance 

The Rallye suit is essentially designed for off-road riding and lengthy tours in 

summer temperatures. But if the supplied waterproof insert is zipped in, the 

suit's range of use can be extended to include colder periods and bad 

weather, too. The new membrane construction is made possible by means of 

comfort mapping: each area of the body is assigned the optimum membrane. 

On the back, in the protector area and in the trouser leg area at the rear 

saddle the highly breathable Zone 1 membrane “FLOW” is used, at the 

shoulders and neck Zone 2 “COMFORT” is applied with light, warming fleece, 

and the entire front section is fitted with Zone 3 “SHIELD” for maximum 

impermeability. 

The pants and jacket have a carefully conceived ventilation system, 

breathable eyelet lining, ventilation zips, front ventilation with velcro fastener 

and a large ventilation opening at the rear. If the temperature rises sharply, the 

jacket can be converted into a vest by unzipping the sleeves and worn over 

the protector jacket. 

The Rallye suit is of course fitted with NP2 protectors, too. These excellent 

protectors provide safeguard the back, shoulders, elbows, hips and knees and 

have three adjustment positions. They are also removable, so the jacket can 

2. Adventure Ride. 
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be supplemented with a protector vest for off-road riding, for instance. High-

risk points have a Cordura underlay, while reflective surfaces on the jacket and 

pants increase visibility in the dark and dull weather. 

The Rallye suit is available exclusively for men.  

Sizes available: 46–66 and 98–118 in the colour combination blue/grey; 46–60 

in black/red. The pants are also available in the size 24–27. 
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GS Carbon helmet with Trophy special decor – great new enduro look. 

For anyone starting the 2016 season with the Rallye suit from the new 

BMW Motorrad collection, the GS Carbon helmet with 

Trophy special decor is an absolute must: the colours are perfectly 

harmonised with the suit in grey/blue, ensuring a completely matched and 

powerful enduro look. 

The decor variant also has a large BMW inscription on both sides as well as 

the lettering “BMW Helmets” at the back and sides. 

Under the Trophy special decor, the GS Carbon helmet – weighing just 

1,500 grams – continues to offer the very best in terms of on/off-road 

expertise that established its reputation in the first place. This includes the 

helmet shell made of 100 % carbon fibre and the impact-absorbing inner 

lining made of five separate segments, the pinlock double visor and the first-

class enduro ventilation system. 

In addition to the version with Trophy special decor, the GS Carbon helmet 

is also still available in the attractive colours/decors Light White, Black matt, 

Xplore, Comp and One World. Sizes available: 52/53 to 62/63. 
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Rallye gloves – new colours, familiar direct grip. 

Harmonised with the design of the Rallye suit, the popular Rallye gloves are 

also available in a new colour combination for the 2016 season: in the version 

black/anthracite with blue GS inscription, the light summer gloves come with a 

grey palm. The black/grey/red version has a black palm. 

All properties of the Rallye gloves are geared towards off-road riding: the 

elastic back of the hand is made of a textile mixture and completely lined, 

while the finger backs are protected with foam. Particular protection for the 

knuckles is provided by a hard shell with ventilation holes and Suprotec 

protector foam underlay.  

Special, highly abrasion-resistant Superfabric is applied in a double layer at all 

critical points. The palm area, unlined for a direct grip, is made of extremely 

strong perspiration-resistant and colourfast kangaroo leather.  

The Rallye gloves are fitted with elastic, breathable net material on the back 

of the hand and between the fingers for optimum ventilation and they also 

feature a short cuff made of neoprene with a velcro fastener. 

The Rallye gloves are available in the sizes 6-6.5 to 12-12.5. 
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GS Pro boots – powerful upgrade for a modern classic. 

Superior features and a sleek design have made the GS Pro gloves a 

perennial piece of premium equipment – but the appearance of these enduro 

boots has never been this stylish. BMW Motorrad presents this modern 

classic in the great new colour combination black/white/red for the start of the 

2016 season. Detailed technical improvements provide even greater safety 

and comfort. 

For instance, the GS Pro gloves have a novel 3D thermoshaped front cover 

to keep out soiling and water as well as being resilient to impact. The plastic 

clasps are easy to handle even when wearing gloves. The tips of the 

GS Pro boots has also been revised: new metal tips are now used, also 

screwed on. 

The GS Pro boots offer a wide range of impressive safety features. These 

include a robust shaft design as well as three-dimensionally shaped calf and 

shin protectors and a smart system to prevent lateral overstretching. The 

stable shaft is fitted with a joint mechanism that ensures optimum control 

when riding off-road as well as greater comfort when walking. 

The removable and washable inner shoe makes the GS Pro boots unrivalled 

in their class. Their structure with gel cushion in the ankle area and spacer 

fabric ensure the boots offer maximum wear comfort as well as guaranteeing 

an excellent foot climate. The inner shoe is also available as a spare part or 

second shoe. 

Numerous high-quality materials are used in the GS Pro boots: the inner 

shoe is made of 3D mesh and synthetic leather and has a front section made 

of neoprene, thereby enabling easy slip-on and a perfect fit. For the outer 

shoe, only 100 % full-grain cowhide leather is used underneath the 

protectors. The shaft lining is thermoshaped. The lining is fast-drying in the 

foot area. Above the rubber outsole there is a 5-millimetre midsole made of 

nylon with integrated steel spring reinforcement which creates an extremely 

high level of lateral stiffness so as to prevent bruising of the foot.  

The GS Pro enduro boots are available in the colour combination 

black/white/red and sizes 41–48. 
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Hydra drink pack – ingenious thirst-quencher for lengthy tours. 

The Hydra drink pack by BMW Motorrad is a flexible drinking system with 

tube. It is sufficient to bite gently into the silicon cap of the mouthpiece to be 

able to quench your thirst very easily, even during travel. The Hydra drink pack 

can be carried in the rear pocket provided in the Rallye suit or in a rucksack. 

The drink pouch has a capacity of two litres and is filled via a patented slide 

closure system – this is also very easy to do, even when the pouch is still in 

the Rallye suit. A new inner partition wall ensures that the Hydra drink pack 

retains its ergonomic shape whatever its fill level. The drinking tube is 

connected to the pouch in plug and play fashion and is 122 centimetres in 

length, easily reaching up to helmet.  

The transparent material – thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) – is soft but very 

robust as well as being mould-resistant and odourless. For the purpose of 

hygienic cleaning, the Hydra drink pack is simply turned inside out and can 

even be placed in the dishwasher if necessary.  

The Hydra drink pack is recommended as a practical companion – not just 

on a motorbike. It will be appreciated by any athletes who do not have a free 

hand while pursuing their activity, such as mountain bikers and climbers for 

example. 
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Gloves – a perfect grip in all weathers. 

ProWinter gloves. 

As a further development of the previous model with a completely new look 

and many new features, these gloves provide unrivalled protection even in 

very cold and wet weather.  

One new element is the elastic neoprene cuff with velcro fastener, for 

example, which makes the gloves flexible and soft while providing a high 

degree of insulation and warmth. On the back of the hand, a new high-tech 

function material called Nyspan is used which likewise offers greater flexibility 

and significantly enhances wear comfort.  

The ProWinter gloves have excellent insulating properties and are 

absolutely waterproof due to their GORE-TEX membrane, though they are 

still breathable, too. A feature that is unique in the market is the Thinsulate 

padding on the back of the hand which has an aluminium lining as an 

additional cold and wind stopper. On the inside, Teedyfleece on the back 

hand and soft synthetic fibre lining on the palm ensure a feel-good climate. 

Knuckle shells made of high-tech material ensure safety while reflective 

stripes on the edge of the hand and little finger improve visibility. The 

ProWinter gloves are also fitted with touchscreen leather on the thumb and 

index finger so that the rider can easily operate a navigation device or mobile 

phone. A rubber wiper on the left-hand index finger and a suede wipe area on 

the left thumb complete the range of comfort features. 

The ProWinter gloves are available in black and in the sizes 6-6.5 to 12.5. 

3. Gloves. 
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ProSummer gloves. 

The well-known, well-proven ProSummer gloves are back with a more 

modern design and an additional reflective print. In the 2016 season once 

again, BMW Motorrad uses a unique high-tech material for these light, 

waterproof summer touring gloves. As GORE-TEX gloves featuring Gore Grip 

technology with a mixture of hydrophobised goatskin leather and nylon 

stretch, the ProSummer gloves are windproof, waterproof and breathable. 

The 3-layer laminate guarantees a perfect, wrinkle-free fit and the extremely 

light piqué-jersey functional lining reliably transports the moisture to the outside. 

Impact-absorbing PORON foam protects the knuckles reliably and the palm, 

hand edge and thumbs all have a double layer of leather for protection. The 

ProSummer gloves also feature touchscreen leather at the tips of the 

thumb and index finger, a rubber wiper on the left index finger and a suede 

wipe area at the left thumb. 

The ProSummer gloves are available in the colour black and come with a 

different styling for men and women. The women's model has longer fingers 

with a narrower hand area and is available in the individual sizes 6–8 for a 

better fit. Men's sizes: 8-8.5 to 12-12.5. 
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DownTown gloves. 

At first sight, the new DownTown gloves don't seem like motorcycle gloves 

at all. Their light, discreet structure gives them the look of an elegant 

accessory, but they do indeed provide excellent protection due to their double 

layer of goatskin leather. This makes them the ideal companion for the daily 

commute and in urban traffic in general – and they are unique, too, since the 

motorcycle segment does not offer any other comparable gloves with 

Windstopper.  

The new GORE-WINDSTOPPER® membrane is laminated with a lining that is 

soft, elastic and cannot be felt. In addition to being windproof, it also has a 

water-repellent effect, and the DownTown gloves are also highly 

breathable. They likewise feature special index finger and thumb tips for 

convenient touchscreen operation. Another feature is the extremely wide 

opening at the wrist with velcro strap. This means the gloves can be put on 

very quickly and it also enables a very individual fit adjustment. 

The DownTown gloves are available in the colour black in the sizes 6-6.5 to 

12-12.5. 
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Ride fleece jacket – highly functional style for him and her. 

BMW Motorrad updates the popular Ride fleece jacket with new colours 

and features.  

As functional as ever, the Ride jacket adds a touch of dynamic style in the 

upcoming season with the colour cream for women and dark blue for men. 

Light stripes add a new visual accentuation, elegantly underscored by the 

different colour sections on the front zip as well as distinct colouring on the 

sleeve and cuff borders, too, including BMW inscriptions. 

The Italian outerwear specialist Pontetorto, a manufacturer of high-

performance outdoor products, uses top-quality microfleece as the soft, 

warming material for the Ride fleece jacket. The highly functional polyester 

fibre is breathable and fast drying, so it is very effective in terms of climate 

regulation.  

The Ride fleece jacket comes in regular fit with a distinct styling for men 

and women, offering a slim, sporty silhouette in both versions. As a result, it 

can be worn comfortably under motorcycle clothing. This is where the jacket's 

functional strengths come into play with the extended back section and high, 

close-fitting stand-up collar – making it the ideal companion for tours on cool 

days, though it is also very suitable for other activities such as skiing, jogging 

and hiking. 

BMW Motorrad offers the Ride fleece jacket for women in the sizes XS–

3XL and for men in the sizes S–4XL. 

4. Function in top form. 
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Ride windbreaker – the ultra-light all-rounder. 

This elegantly styled windbreaker jacket takes effect as if from nothing as 

soon as a cool breeze begins to spoil the pleasure of the trip: the 

Ride windbreaker is extremely light and can be folded into a tiny package 

that fits into its own inside pocket. 

The new dark blue colour and the sporty, elegant styling give the 

Ride windbreaker a supreme look, while its highly functional features deliver 

everything they promise: a 3-layer laminate with PU membrane makes the 

softshell material windproof, water-repellent and breathable. As such the 

jacket is a perfect supplement to all motorcycle suits without climate 

membrane. 

In addition to the large inside pocket, the Ride windbreaker has plenty of 

space for personal items with its three outer zip pockets. They are finished 

with thermoset seams, which give them a much slimmer, more elegant 

appearance. 

The Ride windbreaker is shaped in such a way that it can easily be worn 

under motorcycle clothing if necessary: it has a narrow, close-fitting format 

and the new cuffs are made of stretch material. The high, slim stand-up collar 

and the extended back section for extra warmth around the kidneys and 

buttocks ensure complete wind protection for the rider – and this functional 

jacket is of course just as reliable and stylish a companion for any other 

outdoor activity.  

The versatile unisex jacket is available in the sizes XS to 4XL. It offers slight 

waist shaping for women in the sizes XS and S. 
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Ride T-Shirt and long-sleeve shirt – stylish, sporty, functional. 

Whether worn as motorcycle clothing or simply as a shirt: the Ride T-Shirt 

and long-sleeve shirt from the new BMW Motorrad collection not only 

demonstrate a sporty look, they ensure a pleasant body climate in particular. 

The functional material mix of 86 % polyester and 14 % cotton is both 

breathable and anti-odour in its effect. Flatlock seams and an elaborate 

Cotton Touch finish ensure a soft wear feel. Unlike pure cotton shirts, 

however, this fabric mixture does not soak up perspiration but transports 

moisture to the exterior instead. This means that the body is not exposed to 

evaporative cooling. Fine mesh inserts at the sides additionally enhance 

breathability. 

For men, the Ride T-Shirt and long-sleeve shirt come with a straight cut 

in sizes S–4XL. The T-Shirt is available in the colour petrol blue, while the 

long-sleeve shirt comes in dark grey. 

The women's version is slightly shaped at the waist and features an attractive 

print pattern. The Ride T-Shirt is available in red, the Ride long-sleeve 

shirt Ride in light grey. Sizes available: XS–3XL. 
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Ride & Function sunglasses – all sights are set on increased coolness. 

For the upcoming season, BMW Motorrad has two new pairs of sunglasses in 

its portfolio which could not be more different – and yet they still have a lot in 

common: both the Ride sunglasses and the Function sunglasses are 

CE-tested, offer impressive, trendy designs and feature an arched fit that 

make them suitable to be worn underneath a helmet. They are close-fitting 

and keep the wearer's eyes practically draught-free. For this purpose, the 

nose pads of both models are made of soft plastic, so it is virtually impossible 

for pressure points to form.  

The stylish Ride sunglasses are solely available in the colour gun black: they 

are the successor model to the BMW Motorrad sunglasses. Featuring a metal 

frame with high-quality finish they also have scratch-resistant lenses with a 

distinguished, dark grey tint. Their very dark filter – tint level 3 – offers 

100 % UV protection even in powerful sunlight. 

Sporty cool is demonstrated by the Function sunglasses. With 

interchangeable plastic lenses, they are perfect for all weathers. 

The brown lenses in tint category 2 are used in diffuse light. They have the 

effect of enhancing contrasts and feature an anti-fog coating. 

The grey lenses in tint category 3 are slightly mirrored and have a scratch-

resistant coating – perfect for use on sunny days when a cool look is required.  

The clear glasses have an anti-reflective coating and a scratch-resistant finish.  

The frame of the Function sunglasses is made of black plastic with 

rubberised inserts in anthracite.  

Both the Ride sunglasses and the Function sunglasses bear the 

BMW Motorrad branding on both earpieces and come complete with case 

and microfibre pouch. 
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HydroSock functional socks – air conditioning for the feet. 

High-cut, ergonomically adapted to off-road riding and above all waterproof: 

the HydroSock functional socks are the perfect match for enduro boots 

when the terrain is likely to be wet. Their light, high-tech 3-layer laminate 

made of a polyester/spandex mixture, BMW Climate Membrane and functional 

lining keeps water that penetrates the boot away from the wearer's feet, 

reliably transporting moisture to the outside. In spite of this highly functional 

effect, the socks are no thicker than conventional functional socks. 

By means of the Seamless Bonding finishing technique – whereby the 

material is joined without seams – the socks guarantee excellent wear comfort 

without irritating pressure or abrasion points. 4-way stretch keeps the sockets 

flexible in all directions and prevents any folding at the instep. The sole is 

partially reinforced with extra fabric. 

The HydroSock functional socks are available in dark grey and in the sizes 

39/40 to 47/48. 
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Maximum style for short distances. 

SanDiego jacket – laid-back California roadster look. 

Its material mix makes the SanDiego jacket – available for him and her – not 

just a cool eye-catcher but also a genuinely new item: up to now, textile and 

leather were mainly combined in the field of fashion. BMW Motorrad now 

does so for the first time in a truly authentic and functional motorcycle jacket. 

Highly abrasion-resistant cowhide leather was used in the sleeve and shoulder 

area, making the jacket a real eye-catcher. The shoulders and elbows are 

safeguarded by the new removable NPL protectors. An additional NPL 

protector for the back can easily be retrofitted. The superb Make Life A Ride 

print on the inside of the back is another highlight of this product. 

The SanDiego jacket is available for women in medium brown and for men 

in dark brown. Both versions feature a discreet contrast between the leather 

and textile colour. This makes them much more versatile in terms of when 

they can be worn. Over time, the casual “California roadster” appearance also 

develops a rugged used look. A water-repellent wax finish on the textile section 

in polyester/cotton blend additionally underscores this effect. 

Padded stitched inserts at the shoulder create a striking silhouette. For men the 

fit is hip-length and straight while for women it is shaped at the waist and 

slightly shortened. Both models have a continuous front zip and cuffs with zip 

and press studs. The lapel collar can also be closed with a press stud. 

The interior of the SanDiego jacket offers two inside pockets plus a 

smartphone pocket. On the outside there is also plenty of storage space with 

three slot pockets plus one chest pocket for women or two for men. A 40 cm 

zip at the bottom seam allows the jacket to be connected to a pair of 

motorcycling pants if required. 

The unique SanDiego jacket is available for men in the sizes 46 to 60 and 

for women in the sizes 34 to 48. 

DownTown jacket – cruising in the business class. 

A supreme look and numerous smart features: the DownTown jacket in 

5. Style. 
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trendy Parka design is the perfect companion for city cruisers and commuters 

– not only does it make BMW riders look good, it can also be worn 

comfortably over a blazer or jacket. 

Wind and weather can't stop the medium-length DownTown commuter 

jacket. Thanks to BMW Climate Membrane it is breathable as well as being 

wind and waterproof. As a special feature it has a removable, padded thermal 

jacket which looks so good that it can be worn on its own, too. 

The jacket's safety features are particularly geared towards urban 

motorcycling. For example, shoulders and elbows are safeguarded by 

optional, removable NPL protectors, while an additional protector can be 

retrofitted in the back section. The upper material is slightly elastic polyester 

with an abrasion-resistant finish. 

The fashionable collar accessory and matching inner lining make the jacket a 

fashion eye-catcher, the continuously adjustable waist guarantees excellent 

wear comfort and five pockets provide generous and secure storage space for 

all accessories: two waterproof outside zip pockets and two inside zip pockets 

plus an inside multimedia pocket. The DownTown jacket is of course also 

fitted with a connector zip (40 cm). 

BMW Motorrad offers the DownTown jacket in regular fit with a distinct 

styling and colour versions for men and women: 

the men's version is anthracite with dark blue inner lining and inside jacket in 

black. Sizes available: 46–60. 

For women, the DownTown jacket comes in grey with yellow inner lining 

and the inside jacket also in black. Sizes available: 34–48. 
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City and City Denim pants – clever all-rounders. 

BMW Motorrad presents an all-rounder in the form of the City pants that 

can be transformed in next to no time from a pair of fully-fledged motorcycling 

pants for the summer and for cooler periods into a pair of laid-back, versatile 

leisure trousers – simply by removing the protectors. 

In the version City Denim, the pants are available in classic jeans wash for an 

authentic used look. Both models are made of a cotton/Cordura mixture. This 

material offers a high level of wear comfort and also safety due to its abrasion 

resistance. Light but highly effective impact-absorbing NPL protectors shield 

the knees and there are NP2 protectors for the hips. The pants can be 

combined with all motorcycle jackets from the BMW Motorrad range by 

means of a 40 cm zip. 

The City pants in anthracite and City Denim pants in washed indigo blue 

are available in different versions for men and women. 

The women's variant features the trendy “boyfriend” look with eight practical 

pockets of varying sizes, two of which are zip-up. Sizes available: 34 to 48. 

The men's version has seven pockets, one of which is zipped, and it is 

available in the sizes 46 to 60. 
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Summer pants and FivePocket pants – roll on summer. 

The Summer pants are still the classic among the functional summer 

motorcycling trousers. The versatile basic version is available for the 2016 

season in the new colours of black and beige.  

Meanwhile to start the new season, BMW Motorrad meets women's desire 

for motorcycle jeans in a distinctive ladies' style. FivePocket, the motorcycle 

jeans that came out in 2014, will also be available from 2016 for women as 

the FivePocket Ladies in the colour denim.  

Summer pants. 

Unbeatable on a hot summer day: a laid-back outdoor cut combined with light, 

reliable safety features make the Summer pants a perfect companion when 

temperatures start to rise. The material mixture with a high proportion of 

cotton makes for a cool look and is abrasion-resistant, too. The material is 

doubled at the buttocks and knees. At the knees (adjustable to two different 

positions) and the hips there are NPL protectors to be on the safe side. 

The Summer pants can be transformed into a pair of shorts in next to no 

time when not required for motorcycling. The trouser legs are zipped off 

above the knees as before, complete with protectors. Five practical trouser 

pockets make these pants a perfect day-to-day companion. Further down 

there are also two cargo pockets which can be closed by means of press studs. 

A high-end belt with plastic clasp ensures the trousers stay in the right place. 

The Summer motorcycle pants are available in the two colours black and 

beige in the sizes XS to 4XL.  

FivePocket Ladies pants. 

With the look of a classic pair of jeans and the features of high-end textile 

motorcycle pants, the FivePocket pants are highly popular among 

BMW Motorrad riders. Now this great garment is available in a special ladies' 

cut: the slim silhouette, straight leg with extra length for turn-up, front button 

with zip and discreet BMW Motorrad branding make these pants a cool outfit. 

In conjunction with the removable protectors at the hips and knees, the 

flexible, pleasant-to-wear material mixture ensures optimum safety even in a 

jeans look. Removable NPL protectors are applied at the knees. These are 

particularly light and offer extra wear comfort in an urban setting. NP2 

protectors are positioned at the hips and are likewise removable.  

The new ladies' version of the FivePocket motorcycle pants is only 

available in the colour denim. Sizes available: 34 to 48. 
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MessengerBag – the practical everyday companion. 

The MessengerBag is the stylish, highly practical shoulder bag for 

motorcyclists from BMW Motorrad. The upper material is black waxed 

canvas, giving the bag a cool, dynamic look in conjunction with the roll-top 

closure of the main compartment. The main compartment contains a bottle 

holder and can easily accommodate a 17" laptop in its laptop section. Two zip 

pockets at the front and rear provide the perfect, secure place to keep all 

important items. 

The upper material of the shoulder bag is water-repellent, the roll-top closure 

of the main compartment prevents water from penetrating through the 

opening and the inner lining in polyester is entirely waterproof due to its PU 

coating. The front compartment has a rubberised, covered zip and is highly 

water-repellent.  

During travel, the MessengerBag can be securely attached with a length-

adjustable, removable hip strap, making it the perfect companion on a 

motorcycle. 

The MessengerBag provides a capacity of approx. 18 litres. It is available in 

black with two-colour, length-adjustable shoulder strap. 
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Designed for passion – the 2016 fan collections. 

The collections BMW Motorrad Style “Motorsport”, “GS” and 

“Roadster”. 

There are lots of first-class reasons for fans and enthusiasts of the 

BMW Motorrad brand to get very excited in the 2016 season: in three 

distinct collections they will find high-end clothing and attractive lifestyle 

products that express a passion for BMW Motorrad in true style. 

BMW Motorrad Style Motorsport. 

This collection conveys the thrills of the race track and the infectious 

enthusiasm for motor racing. It consistently features the BMW Motorrad 

Motorsport colours blue/white/red and includes T-Shirts, polo shirts, short-

sleeve shirt, hooded jacket, other jackets, caps, lanyard, patch set, various 

bags and grip covers and – as a special highlight – a KidsBike in the design of 

the new S 1000 RR. All products bear the BMW Motorrad Motorsport 

branding – the clothing items also feature the BMW logo – as well as the 

inscriptions High Performance Parts and ADVANTEC. 

BMW Motorrad Style GS. 

This great collection is aimed at fans and riders of BMW Motorrad GS models 

and is dedicated entirely to GS Adventure – with many products bearing this 

inscription.  

The fan collection BMW Motorrad Style GS includes T-Shirts, polo shirts, 

tops, pullovers, sweatshirt jackets, outdoor jackets, shorts, belt, cap, Easy Tube, 

sunglasses, wallet, key pouch, bag set, blanket and sticker set. 

BMW Motorrad Style Roadster. 

“Fuel for Your Soul” is the motto of this collection. Roadster and R nineT riders 

know instantly what is meant: the supreme lifestyle of your very own “way of 

cruising”. The products in the BMW Motorrad Style Roadster fan collection 

feature just the right powerful colours and rugged designs. They include 

T-Shirts, top, shirt and blouse, long-sleeve shirt, hooded sweatshirt, woollen 

jackets, outdoor jackets, caps, scarf, wallet, key ring, patch and sticker set. 

6. 2016 fan collections. 


